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NEW NIGHTSTICK® TAC-302B LED TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT PRODUCES 
150 LUMEN GREEN BEAM 

 
2 small CR-123 lithium batteries provide 3.5 hours of run-time 

 
New and in time to make a 2015 SHOT Show debut, the Nightstick® TAC-302B green-LED polymer 

tactical flashlight produces a 150-lumen green beam with a run-time of 3.5 hours on a pair of CR-123 

lithium batteries (included). Its rugged glass-filled nylon polymer housing is non-slip, rated as IP-X7 

waterproof and resistant to chemicals and impacts. Its 1” handle diameter is a good fit for most tactical 

scope or flashlight mounts. 

The TAC-302B uses a CREE® LED rated at 150 lumens in conjunction with a high-efficiency deep 

parabolic reflector to create a usable beam rated at 180 meters (over 590 feet). Green lighting is favored 

by hunters, sportsmen & in some tactical applications; in general use, it offers a different way of seeing 

things that can give some objects more contrast so they are easier to see. Also, human vision is most 

sensitive to green, so lower levels of green light can provide better visibility, especially around woods or 

greenery. 

The TAC-302B tactical flashlight is now available for purchase as a stand-alone tactical flashlight with an 

included removable pocket clip, or as part of a kit under Nightstick model TAC-302B-K01. The kit comes 

nicely equipped with the TAC-302B tactical flashlight, a quad lock 1” mount for any Picatinny or Weaver 

rail system, an Allen wrench to tighten, a remote pressure switch (RPS) and a tail cap switch capable of 

momentary or constant-on operation. 

“The green LED emitted from the Nightstick TAC-302B is designed to not darken shadows preserving a 

user’s night vision and creating exceptional levels of contrast needed to exceed user expectation” says 

Russell Hoppe, Marketing Manager for Nightstick. “What makes this product launch even more exciting is 

that we positioned the Nightstick TAC-302B Green LED Tactical Flashlight with an average retail price of 

$39.95, making it easy to see the savings even at night!”  

To find a retailer near you, visit: http://www.baycoproducts.com/where-to-buy 
 
ABOUT NIGHTSTICK® 
 
Designed and manufactured by Bayco Products, Inc., Nightstick is a global brand of professional lighting 
products, including flashlights, headlamps and Intrinsically Safe lighting solutions that continue to exceed 
industry standards in performance, quality, user-safety, and value. Nightstick’s vast line-up of LED lighting 
products deliver optimal performance with real-world applications in mind. With an unwavering 
commitment to product quality and exceptional Customer Service, Nightstick is the professional’s only 
choice. Life Depends On Light

TM
. 
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ABOUT BAYCO PRODUCTS, INC. 
 
For over 30 years, Bayco Products’ vast array of portable and corded lighting products, have been the 
preferred choice of professionals and discriminating consumers. In its 110,000 square foot facility, located 
in the Dallas, TX area, Bayco’s dedicated engineering team continually seeks out innovative new product 
solutions that provide exceptional day-to-day utility and help maximize user safety. The Nightstick and 
Bayco brands are established and recognized world-wide as high-performance, high-quality, and high-
value lighting solutions across virtually every industry. 
 
 
Find us on social media: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Pinterest, Google+, and YouTube.  
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